MASTERS PROJECT // Channels

Channel 01 | Eric Drooker
Channel 02 | Food commercial
Channel 03 | Sisyphos

Channel 04 | Mindless
Channel 05 | Money!
Channel 06 | Violence

Channel 07 | Network
Channel 08 | Falling
Channel 09 | War

Channel 10 | Brockmann
Channel 11 | Decision
Channel 12 | Shredder

Channel 13 | Gender
Channel 14 | Drink (commercial)
Channel 15 | Pong
Channel 16 | God
Channel 17 | Pyramid of life
Channel 18 | The world

Channel 19 | Erasure
Channel 20 | Pause
Channel 21 | Disco

Channel 22 | Injustice
Channel 23 | Escalator Up
Channel 24 | Escalator Down

Channel 25 | Shopping
Channel 26 | Forbidden
Channel 27 | Enlightenment

Channel 28 | Alarm
Channel 29 | Interference I
Channel 30 | Fish
Channel 31 | Tribunal
Channel 32 | Interference II
Channel 33 | Elevator Up

Channel 34 | Elevator Down
Channel 35 | X-Ray
Channel 36 | Fire